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About Action Events

Action Events is a series of forums for Canada’s transportation, mobility and energy 
stakeholders to convene, collaborate and actively solve barriers to the development 
and adoption of zero-emission vehicles and new mobility technologies.

The forums fulfil the need for national, cohesive, action-orientated dialogue that 
engages a broad cross-section of stakeholders — many of whom may be new to the 
sector or under-represented — and enables diverse contributions to problem 
identification and movement towards solutions.

Action Events is a partnership between Vision Mobility, an automotive consultancy 
specializing in New Mobility, and Electric Autonomy Canada, the premier news and 
research platform reporting on Canada’s transition to electric vehicles.
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Glossary

ABBREVIATIONS DEFINITIONS

B2B Business-to-business

B2C Business-to-consumer

CO2 Carbon dioxide

EDC Export Development Canada

EV Electric vehicle

EVSE Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

GHG Greenhouse gas

ICE Internal combustion engine

IEEE The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association 

IESO Ontario’s Independent Electricity System Operator

ISO The International Organization for Standardization

LDC Low voltage DC-DC converter

LEV Low-emission vehicle

MSRP Manufacturer's suggested retail price

NAFA North American Fleet Association

OEM Original equipment manufacturer

RFP Request for proposal

TCO Total cost of ownership

ZEV Zero-emission vehicle
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Executive summary

With the impacts of climate change being felt across the globe, the need for 
decarbonizing has never been more important.

Policies like Canada’s zero-emissions vehicles mandate and targets for net-zero by 
2050 are spurring interest among fleet operators to transition away from internal 
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles and towards electric vehicles (EVs). However, there 
remains many uncertainties around EV adoption, which create several barriers that 
need to be removed before operators feel ready to embrace the EV revolution. 

In our first Action Events forum, stakeholders from the EV community came together 
to address some of the key challenges facing EV adoption by fleets and delivered 
insights and recommendation that can be used to move the industry forward. 

From the initial discussions during the forum event through to the working group 
meetings, it’s clear that fleet operators have a lack of knowledge and gaps of 
information about EVs. A major concern for them is that they do not understand how 
EVs will fit in with their particular use cases, nor are they aware of what the potential 
cost structures will look like. 

Despite being well proven in many applications, electric vehicles are at a nascent 
stage for fleets, and the lack of suitable vehicles available for some applications means 
that limited testing or pilot trials have been conducted for certain use cases — such as 
for light-duty commercial vehicles. Fleets do not want to make decisions that could 
potentially create unnecessary business risks, such as stranded employees without 
charge, cost overruns or operational issues associated with adopting new technology.

Stakeholder support for trials and pilots that explore new use cases to further our 
collective EV knowledge is therefore extremely important, as is sharing the findings 
with other fleet operators. The Action Events working group proposes the idea of a 
national framework for EV fleet pilot projects, where fleet managers can learn how to 
best run a pilot and learn from the experiences of others. 

It is important to remember that the needs and use cases of individual fleets can differ 
vastly from one to another. All fleets must conduct their own EV suitability assessment 
to help evaluate the cost and operational impact that converting from an ICE vehicle 
to an EV will have and help create a clear plan on how the vehicles will be used. Given 
these assessments’ vitality, Action Events suggests that they be mandated by the 
governments and offered for free or at low cost. 
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Despite fleet operators’ need for more information, we did find in the Action Events 
forum that there is a significant volume of knowledge known among groups of 
stakeholders. To make the most of this, we endorse the idea proposed during the 
working group for the creation of a single knowledge sharing and information 
repository centre where EV best practices can be shared. 

Lastly, EV adoption is a large financial risk that many fleets are worried about.  
Fleets require financial support and incentives that will assist in de-risking adoption, 
especially at this relatively early stage. Action Events’ working group suggests  
that financing models, such as “X as a Service,” can convert capital expenditure to 
operational expenditure, therefore allowing fleets to better match EV budgeting  
to traditional ICE vehicle balance sheets. 

With effective government support and industry action towards new initiatives, fleets 
can transition smoothly in Canada to a low-carbon future, ensuring that they, and the 
planet, remain viable in the long term.

To facilitate this opportunity, Action Events recommends that governments take the 
following steps:

 1. Be the keepers of centralized information and resources that can be available  
  and shared to help fleets transition to EVs (federal)

 2. Establish pilot standards (federal)

 3. Offset the costs of conducting EV suitability assessments (federal)

 4. Perform internal EV suitability assessment for government fleets (federal,  
  provincial, municipal)

 5. Work in partnership with the fleet industry to improve and propagate EV  
  knowledge fleets (federal, provincial, municipal)

 6. Assist in training fleet managers (federal and provincial)

 7. Extend incentive for charging infrastructure (federal)

Action Events also recommends the industry do the following:

 1. Contribute to a centralized resource of information
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 2. Conduct bi-annual EV suitability assessments

 3. Help supply EV suitability assessments or connect fleets with providers of  
  suitability tests

 4. Include pathways to the next steps of adoption after completing an assessment,  
  which can include pilots, charging infrastructure and future-proofing; with view  
  to roll out electric vehicles towards 100% of the total fleet.

 5. Have organizations such as fleet leasers and fleet software companies be  
  “knowledge experts” of EVs and teach and address client concerns with  
  information and data

 6. Devote resources to train fleet drivers

 7. Provide their equipment, software and expertise as a service with pay-by-the- 
  month subscription

8
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Introduction:  
Moving the dial on the electric vehicle revolution

Action Events views the transportation sector as one of the major contributors to the 
global climate crisis, accounting for more than a quarter of the total emissions in 
Canada, with almost half of that coming from cars and light trucks.1 

As the climate crisis worsens, it is driving government policy-makers towards increasingly 
aggressive zero-emission goals. The Canadian federal government has committed to 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 40 to 45 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030.2 
More recently, Canada passed a Net-Zero Emissions Accountability Act that will require 
a series of plans and reports to support accountability and transparency in the country’s 
efforts to achieve net-zero GHG emissions by the year 2050.3

With these ambitious targets set, significant and collective action will be necessary to 
accelerate the rollout of EVs. Canada has pledged to have at least half of all light-duty 
and passenger vehicles sold be zero-emission by 2030, reaching 100 per cent in 2035.4

While Canada’s commitments have identified the way forward, it now needs to be 
translated into concrete action.

Vehicle manufacturers are increasingly pivoting production away from combustion 
vehicles as government legislation calls for dramatic reduction in CO2 and other 
emissions. The result: a technological disruption with consumers beginning to perceive 
electric as the future.

Many challenges need to be overcome to ensure a successful transition, including:
● ■ Infrastructure expansion 
● ■ Supply chain development
● ■ Public education 
● ■ New job creation
● ■ Workforce retraining

1. Transport Canada, “Minister of Transport advances Canada’s efforts to fight climate change at COP26.” Canada.ca. Last modified 
November 10, 2021. https://www.canada.ca/en/transport-canada/news/2021/11/minister-of-transport-advances-canadas-efforts-to-fight-
climate-change-at-cop26.html

2. Service Canada, “Canadian Net-Zero Emissions Accountability Act - Canada.Ca”. Canada.Ca. Last modified December 13, 2021. https://
www.canada.ca/en/services/environment/weather/climatechange/climate-plan/net-zero-emissions-2050/canadian-net-zero-emis-
sions-accountability-act.html

3. Ibid.

4. Transport Canada, “Building a green economy: Government of Canada to require 100% of car and passenger truck sales be  
zero-emission by 2035 in Canada.” Canada.ca. https://www.canada.ca/en/transport-canada/news/2021/06/building-a-green-economy-
government-of-canada-to-require-100-of-car-and-passenger-truck-sales-be-zero-emission-by-2035-in-canada.html
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While none are insurmountable, together they pose a risk that the rollout of EVs might 
not be happening fast enough to meet climate goals. 

To make reaching these goals feasible, cross-industry, cross-country buy-in to EV 
adoption is required. Recognition of this is what led to the creation of an Action Events 
forum setting to facilitate discussions on critical problems and leverage joint 
knowledge to devise solutions and propose breakthrough policies that can drive  
an EV adoption agenda forward.

Defining light-duty vehicles

According to Transport Canada, a light-duty vehicle is a classification for cars, trucks, 
and truck-based vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of up to 3,856 kilograms.5

Canada’s light-duty vehicle market is steadily on the rise, with approximately two 
million new vehicles sold every year and around 25 per cent, or 500,000 per year  
of these vehicles are destined for light-duty fleets.6 Vehicles can vary in size, from 
sub-compact to large pickup and are used for many and varied business activities. 

Fleet industry

Fleets can range in size from under five vehicles to over 50,000 vehicles under a single 
management, like Foss National Leasing. Typically, fleets are segmented as follows:  

Small - vehicles required for small businesses, typically under 10 vehicles.

Medium - around 15-40 vehicles in the fleet (this is the largest segment by type)

Enterprise - large corporations (i.e., rental operations) and fleet management 
companies with thousands of vehicles

5. “Canada: Light-Duty: Emissions.” Transport Policy. 2021. https://www.transportpolicy.net/standard/canada-light-duty-emissions/

6. Statistics Canada. Table 20-10-0001-01  New motor vehicle sales. https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=2010000101

    https://canadianautodealer.ca/2021/06/what-happened-to-the-fleet-industry-in-2020/
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Action Events methodology

To accelerate the drive to electrify fleets, action needs to be taken. For action to be 
taken, stakeholders must have a common goal. The Action Events’ approach brings 
industry stakeholders and thought leaders together in an arena that is designed to  
not only educate and inform, but also to encourage active participation that will 
initiate change in the industry. 

At the start of an Action Forum, luminary speakers isolate the key industry problems, 
which are then voted on by participants. Breakout working groups are formed and 
these problems are refined, with specific issues and potential next steps identified  
by the group and presented at the forum. 

Following this event, Action Working Groups are convened to spend several weeks 
moving the Action pathways forward. Participants are encouraged to be catalysts  
for the implementation of solutions and collaborate with other stakeholders, thereby 
advancing progress to the adoption of new mobility and transportation solutions, and 
thus promoting future economic growth and prosperity.

ACTION FORUM (3 HOURS):

Stakeholder gathering and introduction to subject 

Luminary speakers drive out key / core problems

Attendees vote on focus problems to be addressed

Breakout groups refine the focus problems, identify potential next steps,  
and identify ACTION pathways

Each breakout group presents findings to the ACTION EVENT

ACTION WORKING GROUPS (5 WEEKS):

An ACTION Working Group is formed to move the ACTION pathways forward

An ACTION agenda and dates are set to start the ACTION Working Group

Work delivery towards developing ACTION outcomes

REPORT

A report is written by the Action Events team that details the outcomes and  
specific actions of the event and working groups
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Section 1: Action Events Discussion Forum

Overcoming barriers to light-duty fleet adoption

Shifting fleets from internal combustion engine vehicles to electric vehicles is one with 
significant challenges and barriers.  To identify these problems, Action Events brought 
in three luminary speakers to help identify and prioritize problems for the adoption of 
EVs within different use cases.  

Luminary Speaker Bios:

Basil Marcus, Managing Director, Foss National Leasing
Marcus has over 17 years of experience in sales, marketing, and management. Since 
joining Foss National Leasing — a Canadian fleet management company— in 2016 as 
its commercial director, Marcus has overseen a wide variety of transformative projects. 
He is passionate about changing the way fleet management, mobility, green initiatives, 
and automotive trends are viewed. Marcus is focused on advancing forward-thinking 
and creative ideas that will pave new pathways to programs and approaches 
supporting the move to EV.

Travis Allan, Vice President, Public Affairs, AddÉnergie – FLO
Allan is a well-known voice in the EV community, recognized by Who’s Who Legal as 
one of the leading energy lawyers in Canada for his work and experience in EV policy 
and law. He is the chair of the board at Project Neutral, a project of Tides Canada, 
which helps people understand and reduce their carbon footprints. 

He has served as a governor at the Ontario Land Trust Alliance, contributing editor  
at the International Energy Law Review (Published by Sweet & Maxwell) and adjunct 
professor at the University of Toronto Faculty of Law.

Carolyn Kim, Ontario Regional Director, Pembina Institute
Kim is the Ontario regional director with the Pembina Institute, Canada’s leading 
clean energy think tank. Located in the Toronto office, Kim leads policy research and 
engages with stakeholders and partners to advance solutions that respond to the most 
pressing transportation and planning issues, and that support the sustainable growth 
of Ontario’s economy and communities. With a background in transportation and land 
use planning, she brings over 10 years of policy and planning experience from the 
public, private and not-for-profit sectors to the role.
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Before joining the Pembina Institute, she worked at the Ontario Ministry of Transportation 
to support a range of transportation and transit policy initiatives. Carolyn is a registered 
planner with the Ontario Professional Planners Institute and a member of the Canadian 
Institute of Planners. She holds a master’s degree in public policy from the University 
of Toronto and bachelor’s degree in urban and regional planning from Ryerson University.

For a list of Action Event attendees, see Appendix I
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Refining Critical Issues:  
Insights provided by luminary speakers

Overcoming barriers to light-duty fleet adoption

The following section highlights what each luminary speaker sees as the most 
prominent challenges to the widespread adoption of EVs in fleet operations. 

Basil Marcus, Managing Director, Foss National Leasing
Foss National Leasing is looking to pivot its customer service offerings to include 
electric vehicles to clients looking to transition their fleets. The move towards EV 
adoption is new ground for most businesses, and as with any change there will be 
some hesitancy in the market, and questions surrounding when the optimal time 
might be to transition.

There are currently several different models of electric cars and SUVs available in 
the market, but a lack of commercial EVs — though some are scheduled to launch in 
2021 and 2022.

Once these vehicles do come to market, they will be limited in stock. Given the early 
stages of their use, there will also be a lack of data available to show what the residual 
values of these vehicles will be in four to five years. This will remain a challenge to 
rapid adoption since fleet operators already hold reliable knowledge that internal-
combustion engine vehicles have a reliable lifespan of four years, or 80,000 km. 

While OEMs are at the developing stages of manufacturing EVs, they are being  
tested in very specific conditions and environments that do not provide the most 
accurate real-world illustrations. Data is needed for when a truck is loaded up to 
maximum capacity with tools, equipment, and trailers, so questions like the following 
can be answered: 

 ●■ How will added weight affect the capabilities of travel, distance,  
 ● and charge times? 
 ●■ What is the true range that the vehicle will be capable of in a real-world 
  situation? 
 ●■ Will the vehicles meet the real-world needs of those fleet businesses? 
 ●■ Moreover, how will these vehicles perform during a Canadian winter?

For fleet charging, there are no best practices or processes set up to deal with the 
numerous hurdles that will need to be overcome for charging fleet vehicles, including:
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 ●■● Will charging stations need to be added to the residences of employees who  
  take them home? 
 ●■ How many charging points do you add if they are return-to-base vehicles? 
 ●■ Who covers the costs if the employee moves and needs to relocate the 
  vehicle charger? 
 ●■ What are the tax implications? 

In addition, many of these vehicles spend a lot of time on a job site. These vehicles are 
not just being used to get from point A to point B but are also used as an office, a 
toolbox and a lunchroom. This will result in increased idle time, which means charge 
times may look different from a vehicle used strictly for travel.

Travis Allan, Vice President, Public Affairs, AddÉnergie – FLO
When adopting EVs, there is often a substantial operational change in terms of 
managing a building’s electrical load, which is not initially accounted for. Companies 
will have to determine how to properly grapple with electricity as the new propulsion 
method for their fleets. 

This can have serious implications on the energy grid and the building’s load capacity 
because it could potentially require upgrades made by a local distribution company or 
public utility company.

FLO utilizes algorithmic power sharing and power management for the purpose of 
advising a fleet’s expanding charging needs from one or two stations to 50. These 
electrical costs need to be managed before investing in transformer upgrades. As 
most fleets are not going to electrify 100 per cent of their vehicles at the same time, 
there will be a gradual increase of charging stations needed, with energy capacity 
simultaneously increasing as the fleet grows.

In addition to return-to-base charging challenges, companies will need to examine 
the possibility that many fleet drivers will be taking their vehicles home at night, which 
raises questions around logistics, energy billing and taxation issues. These can be 
dealt with but require clear policies and programs around them in order to effectively 
address the situation.

Furthermore, it should be noted that fleets themselves can be incredibly diverse from 
one company to the next, depending on their different needs. But if early adopters begin 
to communicate the results of current successful projects coming through this initiative 
to electrify fleets other operators will be more prepared to listen to a peer who has 
been through this transition and who is willing to share experience and data. It will be 
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critical to ensure that successful conversions and technical details are shared in order 
for more fleet managers to feel comfortable with making the switch.

Carolyn Kim, Ontario Regional Director, Pembina Institute
In Canada, all sectors need to address climate change and emissions, and there needs 
to be an “all hands-on deck,” approach to the transition to electrification of 
transportation. 

Canada’s 2021 National Inventory report shows that freight transport has grown by 154 per 
cent since 1990. The resultant challenge is, therefore, how do we adjust the direction of 
the trajectory. It is becoming increasingly clear that freight services are needing assistance 
when it comes to electrifying last-mile, short-haul, return-to-base delivery fleets. While 
electric passenger vehicles are more mainstream and the institute is seeing more headway 
to adoption with school busses, EV truck availability and adoption remains limited.

Therefore, one of the first barriers to fleet adoption is the low domestic EV supply of 
vehicles that are failing to meet the incoming demands of interested fleet operators.

According to a report by Pembina Institute, called A step-by-step action plan for 
commercial electric vehicle deployment, early adopters typically take three main 
approaches when it comes to beginning to electrify fleets: 

 ●■ Retrofit existing diesel or gasoline-powered vehicles. 
 ●■ Procure EV models currently available on the market. 
 ●■ Work with a company to create a custom solution.  

Focusing on the second approach, how to increase ready-made products to ensure 
trucks can hit the ground running is very important. Looking at cargo vans, Class 2 or 3 
vehicles, there are about 12 models on the market available in Canada today or coming 
online next year. To satisfy the demand, there needs to be an increase in supply and 
choice.

Research shows 80 per cent of EVs produced worldwide, are sold in the same region 
that they are manufactured in. Canada is ranked 12th globally in light-duty vehicle 
production; however, EV production is at 0.4 per cent — 80 per cent lower than the 
global average of around 2.3 per cent.

Therefore, the problem statement is: What are the most effective actions to increase 
domestic light-duty vehicle production including delivery vans, from 0.4 per cent to a 
global average of three per cent in the next five years. 
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Subsequently, research has shown that without the right planning in place by 
companies, significant cost implications can result when fleets begin to transition.

To overcome these challenges, fleet operators need to prepare and address the 
following:

 ●■ Understand needs - put together a business case, outlining preferred business 
  specifications.
 ●■ Minimum vehicle utilization standard - fleets have to research to understand 
  what is on the market, strategies to trial, iterate and scale up EV usage in fleet 
  operations.
 ●■ Resources to assess facility, site infrastructure requirements, develop a financial 
  strategy. 
 ●■ Coordinate proper approvals with the Electrical Safety Authority and obtain the 
  proper building permits. 
 ●■ Train employees, including drivers and maintenance staff. 
 ●■ Develop expertise to evaluate performance and monitor impact.   

As part of the planning process, fleets need to also ensure there is a proper energy 
plan for their operations. Fleet operators need to consider charging strategy, 
determine ideal ratio of chargers to vehicles, charging speed requirements and power 
delivery roadmap with your LDC. 

With long range and scaling up with EVs, this will have an impact on the electricity 
grid. It is essential to be able to identify the upgrades necessary to accommodate the 
power needs in the future as the EV fleet grows, both for businesses and LDCs.

A solution that some jurisdictions have is a rate structure with more incentive for 
companies and households to adopt EVs, with British Columbia and California being 
two examples of areas implementing this strategy. There is also an opportunity to 
work with energy regulators to explore the benefits of the switch. New electricity rate 
classes and rate costs can ensure the grid is sufficiently planned with the increase of 
electrified fleets.   While EV charging schedules may be a way to accommodate the 
increased commercial electric fleet needs.
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Summary of key challenges  
presented by luminary speakers

1. New ground and the fear of the unknown

a. Limited commercial vehicle availability
The first light-duty EV commercial pickups and vans will roll off the production line by 
the end of 2021 and will initially have a very limited fleet allocation. The first real 
allocation for production for fleet will be late 2022.

b. No knowledge base on residuals
There are many discussions about the front end MSRP of EVs, but there is no data 
supporting the true residual value of these vehicles in the next four to five years — 
which is the typical commercial lifecycle of an ICE vehicle.

c. Comparing life cycles to current ICE life cycles
Determining the correct life cycle for an EV commercial vehicle is currently a 
challenge. Companies are comfortable with the ICE lifecycles they operate on today 
based on the total cost of ownership (TCO) modeling. The same modeling needs to be 
available for commercial EVs to determine their life cycle, with consideration of the 
increased upfront costs for EVs, reduced maintenance requirements and energy costs.

2. Infrastructure

a. Home / Office Charging (Setting up)
i. Currently, understanding home and work charging for fleets is difficult, especially if 
used in a leased office, shared building or in a limited parking space. Other unknowns 
include the number of charge points needed, how to keep vehicles cycled through 
the charging station so that others can use it, and what happens when someone 
parks in an EV spot.
ii. A remaining question is who pays for the infrastructure to support at-home 
charging and whether it can be reimbursed if an employee leaves or moves homes? 
Liability associated with home charging stations also remains unanswered.

b. Charging remotely (at work sites)
Many light-duty vehicles spend a lot of time at work sites. Making sure that these sites 
have the appropriate charging points and that they are included in future contracts 
for work sites needs to be addressed.
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c. Reimbursement for electricity
Creating a platform for reimbursement of electricity, where work vehicle charging can 
be measured in isolation from personal at-home charging. 

3. True range and ability to be work-ready

a. Load capacity
The issue of work-readiness of EVs needs to be addressed in real-world operating 
conditions, including when some form of upfit (fitting additional features to make the 
vehicle work-ready for its tasks) and when loads are carried.

b. Impact on range
i. Understanding how the range of the vehicles will be impacted by full loads and 
trailering, while workability in harsh conditions is yet to be fully understood.
ii. With conditions in Canada dipping to sub-zero for five to six months of the year, 
having a true understanding of the weather impact is extremely important.

19
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Vote on key challenges

A poll was launched during the forum event to allow participants to vote on which key 
challenges presented by the luminary speakers represented a greater barrier to the 
adoption of EVs for fleets. Moving forward, the top three topics became the issues the 
Action Events breakout groups would focus on solving.

TOPICS VOTED ON TOP KEY CHALLENGES

1. Low EV supply, both from models available and 
volumes perspective. 

2. What do fleets need to understand regarding 
charging infrastructure and energy management 
relevant to their fleet use case?

Topic 1: How to understand if a vehicle truly suits 
different fleet use cases on a year-round basis?

3. How to understand if a vehicle truly suits 
different fleet use cases on a year-round basis? 
(Load, winter use, trailering)

Topic 2: What are the actual needs of fleets?

4. How are electricity grids planning for future 
demand?  

Topic 3: How to overcome the fear of the 
unknown when transitioning to electric vehicles?

5. How to overcome the fear of the unknown? 
(Vehicle availability, residuals, life cycles)
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Summary of Breakout Group Discussions

The breakout rooms allow for collaborative discussion on the voted topics.

Topic 1: How to understand if a vehicle truly suits different fleet use cases on a 
year-round basis?
To test if EVs are well-suited for a fleet’s operations, conducting a pilot project with a 
small number of EVs is a common solution that can establish a pathway towards 
replacing the vast majority of their fleet with electric vehicles.

A notable place to start a pilot is by selecting a static route first, then choosing more 
complicated tests that can include routes or journey times that require public 
charging infrastructure. As part of this, fleets must re-evaluate their business needs 
and routes. An EV might not be able to travel the exact same route as an ICE vehicle 
due to the lack of charging infrastructure. Therefore, fleets need to understand that it 
is not necessarily just about swapping one vehicle out for another, but other careful 
considerations are needed. Drivers and operators involved in this transition will need 
to be educated and be part of the pilot from start to finish.

While conducting pilot projects is an optimum approach, many fleets face the challenge 
of budget constraints and time restrictions. Working in a siloed manner and without 
collaboration also tends to keep the data limited both in information and reach. 

A possible solution that was developed from the breakout groups is the idea to build a 
Canadian standard for EV pilots. Having a national standard in different use cases that 
are co-designed by adoption leaders in various sectors could contribute towards 
knowledge expansion. It may be that extra resources behind these pilots are needed 
to ensure the process and results are meeting the needs of the industry and are 
shared appropriately. Standardized tests will lead to standardized results which are 
more cross-industry compatible.

The importance of standardized utilization scorecards such as the electric vehicle 
suitability assessment (EVSA), a scorecard for fleets to determine if they can easily 
adopt EVs, is significant and has a great ability to gather information and use it to 
specifically understand what types of EVs might be the best for a specific business 
size or industry function. 

Topic 2: What are the actual needs of fleets? 
The actual needs of fleets vary widely and will depend on each of their particular use 
cases.
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When it comes to charging infrastructure, fleets need to determine their preferred 
charging schedule and develop a strategy around it. 

However, for many fleet operators, the lack of expertise within the organization they 
have about EV infrastructure and the fact that there are no places for them to go for 
information or advice on what their infrastructure needs may be, remains a critical 
issue for them.  

Furthermore, the lack of technical expertise, or a clear pathway to build charging stations, 
to maintain equipment in the workplace, at home and on-route, means that service 
agreements cannot be made with the conviction that it is the correct way forward.

When it comes to home-based charging installations, it becomes a challenge when an 
employee might live in a condominium, only have access to street parking or is a home 
renter. Adding to the home charging aspect, understanding who pays for installation and 
the energy costs of the charger needs to be addressed. In the context of normal HR issues 
such as employee turnover, an employee moving house will impact the fleet’s needs too. 

For fleets that take an early adopter approach for EVs, de-risking exposure to issues 
that impact the core business is very important. In terms of financing the vehicles, 
fleets need to consider an array of different options, such as whether they want to own 
their vehicles or lease them. This decision will hinge on what type of infrastructure 
should be installed at a facility and how will it be paid for. The Canada Infrastructure 
Bank offers loans for low-risk capital to mass transit, and it would be helpful if it offered 
such funding to large fleets to help with EV infrastructure.

The avenue each fleet takes is highly dependent on its business needs and priorities. 
However, the potential adoption of consistent standards across the board may help to 
mitigate small differences in execution.  

Topic 3: How to overcome the fear of the unknown? 
Whenever any new technology is launched, industry knowledge gaps are very common 
and this is especially true for EVs, which are disrupting the legacy of ICE vehicles.  

For fleets, data collection is required to understand how different vehicles perform 
in different operating conditions. Many fleets have specific unknowns related to 
long-range drivers versus daily-usage drivers, operating conditions in remote and rural 
areas, and long vehicle idle periods — which can reduce range. Furthermore, heavy 
loads and towing will all impact range significantly, but how this applies to EV adoption 
is still relatively unknown.
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Range anxiety is also a real and consistent fear. People and businesses do not want to be 
stranded with a vehicle with no charge. Training drivers to be more comfortable with the 
idea of planning their trips ahead of time and becoming familiar with how long a charge 
might last in different weather conditions and other variables becomes essential.

In these cases, the challenge for most fleets is that data and access to information 
resources are limited and information that could allow them to help judge their needs 
should be centrally assembled through a resource library for businesses to reference 
during this transition. Such data could include testimonials, business use cases, 
financial planning, infrastructure planning and energy management.

Nationally, there is a lack of consistency for incentives, which businesses can find 
difficult. A specific program with rewards to incentivize change can help mitigate any 
uncertainty or lack of clarity. Giving more security to people who oversee managing 
fleets can assist in the long-term planning required to manage the change.

Fleets recognize that in time the right vehicles will become available and that they’ll 
learn how to use them. However, the quality and quantity of the charging 
infrastructure will impact how effectively an electric fleet will be able to be run.  This 
includes working with municipalities, building owners, property managers, home 
builders, and other stakeholders, to make sure EVs can be operationally successful. 

Companies like Geotab and Telus Business Solutions are positioned to help fleets 
meet their long-term goals through real-world data analytics and educational insights. 
In an effort to maximize the efficiency of moving towards electrification, fleets will need 
to set up an adoption strategy and educate their staff. Building knowledge around the 
EV transition and performance management, including a build-out plan and map to 
put processes in place, is an essential transitional strategy.
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Key Findings - Four main barriers  
to take through to Working Groups 

After the forum discussions between the luminary speakers and breakout groups were 
completed, using the data brought forward from the forum, the Action Events team 
identified the major business problems that fleets need to solve as follows:

1. Performing trials and pilots. A key step on the roadmap to full conversion of the fleet 
to electric is structuring an EV pilot project so that fleet managers can glean actionable 
learnings and they and their team can gain firsthand experience working with the new 
technology. There is a need to explain how to best run a pilot program and then offer 
frameworks (including case studies from others) so that information and data can be 
easily consolidated and shared.  

2. Conducting EV suitability assessments. Fleets need to be able to identify which 
vehicles are most feasible to electrify through research and data, and how to 
undertake a fleet conversion.

3. Minimizing EV knowledge gap and fear of the unknown. There is a significant lack 
of understanding around EVs and EV fleet conversion. Fleet managers need to be 
equipped with a comprehensive knowledge base that navigates them through both 
the basics and complexities around vehicles, charging, electrical infrastructure, duty 
cycles and more. We want to enable fleets to put these pieces of the puzzle together 
to formulate a solid approach and understand how EVs can benefit their operations. 

4. De-risking charging investments. Fleet managers need guidance and calculators 
for the financials around leasing fleets versus buying, energy choices and more. 
Planning their charging investments not just around the small immediate needs of 
pilots, but on the assumption that their whole fleet will ultimately need to electrify, will 
save costs in the long run.
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Section 2: Working Groups Action Pathways

Barriers and solutions identification:   
Summary from working groups

Workshop introduction
Action Events working groups are designed to facilitate collaboration and open 
communication between industry stakeholders in an effort to drill down into the topics 
chosen at the forum. 

The working groups are structured to keep the initial forum topic top of mind, and to 
expand upon the discussion topics. Attendees are encouraged to participate and 
share their expertise on the various subjects, with the end goal of taking the core issue 
and moving it through a process where the group can come to a consensus on what 
recommendations they have, to help overcome these barriers and create new 
opportunities to move forward. 

The discussion is facilitated by Action Events team members to ensure all salient 
points are covered and followed up on. 

Overcoming barriers to light-duty fleet adoption

WORKING GROUP TOPICS

Week 1 Introduction to Barriers

Week 2 Barrier #1: Ability to perform electric vehicle pilots

Week 3 Barrier #2: Conducting EV suitability assessments

Week 4 Barrier #3: Knowledge gaps and fear of the unknown

Week 5 Barrier #4: De-risking charging
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Barrier #1: Ability to perform electric vehicle pilots

Introduction 
The importance and imperative of moving towards a full zero emissions fleet is 
essential to both the health of our cities and climate goals.  However, adopting an 
electric vehicle into a fleet can result in a completely different way that the vehicles 
are managed and used. For most fleets it is almost impossible to replace their vehicle 
fleet without significantly, and negatively, impacting operations. 

Therefore, most fleets want to try an EV through a pilot, learn its capabilities  
and requirements for their use case, and scale up from there.  However, pilots in 
themselves have barriers, with a lack of knowledge of where to start and how to 
make the most of the trial.

BARRIER: Fleets need real-world data to validate the working performance of new 
vehicle types, but they are limited in the quality of pilots they can run. 

Specifically:

 ●■ All organizations wrestle with tight budgets, which means limited pilots, limited  
  data and limited results, usually conducted in silos. 
 ●■ Not all fleets know that pilots are best first initiated on static routes that don’t 
  require the use of public charging infrastructure.
 ●■● Lack of understanding that the switch is not just a direct swap of a combustion 
  to an electric vehicle, but potentially the need to rethink routes and business 
 ● operations overall. 
 ●■● Difficulty accessing vehicles to perform pilots.
 ●■● The need to make sure that staff involved in pilots are enthusiastic about the 
  transition and educated about the requirements of the pilot, otherwise they 
  could unintentionally cause parts of the pilot to fail. 

OPPORTUNITY: Collectively leverage what are currently independent and siloed 
pilots across the country to be of higher quality and of use to more organizations. This 
can be accomplished by:

 1) Pooling funds from several, smaller pilots into larger more comprehensive  
  efforts - designed in collaboration with multiple stakeholders. 
 2) Making the data from that expanded co-operative pilot available to  
  organizations beyond the stakeholders who took part.
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Next steps – Opportunity to Action

 1) Pilot standardization and process description: standardized measures,  
  processes, tasks and test procedures are necessary to assist fleets in running  
  pilot programs. Using such a tool can assist fleets to speed up the process to  
  start a pilot, ensure critical steps are not missed and that proper future plans  
  are put in place.
 2) Centralized information: Build out a database with accessible information for  
  businesses to reference when beginning their own fleet adoption. A key step  
  on the roadmap to conversion is structuring an EV pilot project so that fleet  
  managers can glean actionable learnings and they and their team can gain  
  firsthand experience working with the new technology. 

SPECIFIC WORKING GROUP IDEA: 

Create a Framework for Canadian National Fleet EV Pilots. The framework would 
incorporate pilots for several different fleet EV applications, and each could involve 
key stakeholders: utilities, municipalities, OEMs, charging providers, fleet operators, 
and property owners.

Learnings in detail: 
Pilot programs are an essential component of fleet adoption for EVs as they are a key 
indicator and learning tool to show businesses what works and what doesn’t.    
Executing pilot programs require significant resources and the ability to manage 
different aspects to ensure that the data collected is substantial enough to be 
applicable for the fleet.

In this initial discussion, it was determined that while pilot programs are essential to 
make electrification of fleets possible and to collect data to share among businesses 
to reference as starting points, there are some factors that will need to be considered 
when moving forward.  These are a summary of the potential problems identified by 
the working group:

 ■ Pilot size and use case tests: Ensuring the data collected is substantial  
  enough to be able to apply to a fleet in the areas most needed.
 ■ Testing for real-life test scenarios: investment/problems associated with  
  such a trial.
 ■ Energy management: How to understand internal charging costs. 
 ■ High mileage drivers: Understanding the changing needs of the fleets  
  on the road.
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 ■ Suitability of vehicles: Access to appropriate vehicles for trials.
 ■ Defining success: Ensuring pilots have clearly defined outcomes.
 ■ New jobs and retraining: HR requirements to facilitate transition and  
  teams training.
 ■ Driver range anxiety: Operational impacts when a driver needs to find a  
  charging station.
 ■ Long-term planning around facilities: Plans needed to take a fleet from  
  5 per cent adoption to 100 per cent adoption and its impact on electricity  
  infrastructure.
 ■ Future planning for business growth: Most businesses are looking to grow,  
  therefore appropriate planning needs to include business growth.
 ■ New technology: All plans need to remain flexible and adaptable. 
 ■ Data Sharing: Ways to share data, rather than remaining siloed in  
  their pilot plans.
 ■ Privacy laws: Ensuring information be distilled or generalized enough to protect  
  a company and individual privacy. 
 ■ Funding programs: These are very helpful to operate pilots and thereby to assist  
  in the transition.

28
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Barrier #2: Conducting EV Suitability Assessments  

Introduction 
Before a fleet even pursues an electric vehicle trial, they need to know which vehicles 
and what use cases will be most suitable to electrify straight away.  Some companies 
do EV Suitability Assessments using a balanced utilization scorecard approach that 
help fleets best understand where to prioritize their actions.

BARRIER: Many fleet operators are not aware that there are viable options for 
transitioning to zero-emission vehicles today because they may not be in the practice 
of fundamentally rethinking their fleet and route operations and are likely unaware  
of the benefits of utilizing a scorecard rating system to help align their priorities.

OPPORTUNITY: Ensure all fleets conduct an EV suitability assessment to start the 
build-up of their knowledge and to establish clear certainty in their minds that they 
will have to plan for the transition. The assessment itself will show that many use cases 
can be converted quickly and effectively, with significant savings in vehicle 
maintenance and energy costs.

Next steps – Opportunity to Action

Those interested in EVs need to be able to identify which vehicles are most feasible to 
electrify through data, and how to undertake a fleet conversion in the most cost-
effective manner.

SPECIFIC WORKING GROUP IDEA: 

Support the rollout of EV suitability assessments either government mandated or offered 
for free or at low cost. Understanding how companies issuing RFPs for transportation 
services make a suitability assessment a requirement as part of the process.

Learnings in detail : 
The first step a fleet can take to understand if they can electrify its vehicles is to take 
an EV suitability assessment. Suitability assessments provide companies with 
information regarding the best way to approach fleet electrification, and where to 
start. This will not just account for vehicles, but also factor in range, charge capacity 
and how to build this into overall operations. 

Findings from such a report can enable a fleet to consider the steps in which they can 
take to start a pilot and then grow their EV fleet as information and learnings are 
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discovered. When looking to begin a suitability assessment, these are a summary of 
the potential problems and areas identified by the working group:

 ■ Ensuring consistent assessments: Suitability assessments are not just about 
  vehicles, but also charging infrastructure, charging location, parking, risk 
  mitigation, route planning and many other areas.
 ■ Pilot introductions: All suitability assessments needs to include a place for 
  where to start a pilot. Information to set this up, project management and 
  running processes needs to be provided.
 ■ Opportunities: For fleet management companies, bringing solutions to their 
  clients, backed by a suitability assessment will alleviate one more barrier. There 
  is potential for leasing companies to work closely with Suitability Assessment 
  providers to come up with holistic solutions.
 ■ Future considerations: Suitability Assessments must also consider future 
  planning, including emerging technology, future business growth and
  100 per cent EV adoption requirements.
 ■ Encouraging Suitability Assessments: How to encourage more fleets to consider 
  suitability assessments?
 ■ Government tenders: Suitability assessments for EVs should be part of all 
  winning contracts at all levels of government. 
 ■ Different use cases: Looking at a use case like parcel delivery, and their 
  fleet size, demand on electricity delivery as aligned with schedules, needs
  to be considered.
 ■ Suitability assessment providers must work closely with the client to distill the 
  data that is already in place and tailor it to the needs of the client. Many clients 
  will not necessarily understand all the ramifications of a report. 
 ■ Accessibility to required electricity infrastructure: potential of utilities to expand 
  to accommodate growing EV fleets.
 ■ Driver processes and policies: Need to be developed when a driver forgets to 
  plug in, or how to charge during non-peak energy use times. 
 ■ Transport Canada is currently looking at incentives to provide suitability 
  assessments, though no details have been released.
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Barrier #3: Knowledge Gaps and Fear of the Unknown

Introduction
Perhaps one of the biggest barriers for fleets is an unwillingness to step forward 
outside the boundaries of knowledge surety.  Fleet practices for ICE vehicles are well 
understood from end-to-end, and potential problems are well mitigated.  In a change 
to EV, the Fear of the Unknown slows an orderly transition.

BARRIER: Fleets need information to make appropriate decisions, yet EVs are still at a 
nascent stage in rollout, and an understanding of how they work for different 
operations is limited. However, collectively as an industry, stakeholders hold vast 
amounts of knowledge that can all be added up to a very significant resource.

OPPORTUNITY: Make it easy for Canadian fleets to find quality information about the 
EV transition — especially for those without big budgets. 

Next steps – Opportunity to Action

Fleets need a place to find the information they need, with experts to help guide them 
through the transition.

SPECIFIC WORKING GROUP IDEA:

Create a central information repository so that learnings, best practices and 
experiences can be shared and distributed. Establish a national fleet electric vehicle 
information hub which is a knowledge sharing and information repository that can be 
the centre of best practices for electric vehicles in Canada. The hub can include 
practical information for SMEs and potential access to a network of advisors. 

Learnings in detail :
When discussing knowledge gaps there are many different needs. Some fleets need 
“EV 101,” while others need information on specific details. This means that fleets need 
a lot more assistance than what is currently available to them. This is a summary of the 
areas considered for discussion in the working group:  

 ■ Promoting engagement with fleets early is essential so organizations can begin 
  to plan for electrification. 
 ■ A key to establishing an effective ecosystem moving forward is by having all EV 
  stakeholders communicating and moving forward together, i.e. manufacturers, 
  utilities, vehicle providers, charger manufacturers.
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 ■● Fleet Management and fleet management software companies are looking to 
  be leaders in the EV space. There is room for companies to use their data/
  adoption information in a consultancy role to establish credibility, fleet 
  knowledge and opportunities.
 ■ There is potential for grants for staffing not-for-profit organizations, where
  resources and expertise can reside, and expertise called on to encourage fleets 
  to carefully think through their situation and potential problems. This is similar 
  to the energy/EV advisor model in B.C., as well as state resources 
  seen in the U.S.
 ■ Driver education: There needs to be best practices identified around driver 
  responsibility to ensure driver accountability. A quarter-tank of gas versus 
  low charge are very different challenges and the responses are not 
  comparable behaviours.
 ■ Electric Vehicle Fleet Certification: The North American Fleet Association 
  (NAFA) has a certification program in fleet management.  Expanding this 
  to include EVs in fleet management, or having a Canadian standard, 
  would be valuable.
 ■ Currently, electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) suppliers hold a significant 
  amount of expertise in the industry. FLO/AddÉnergie has the experience on 
  the charging infrastructure side and can also make introductions to other 
  companies that have gone through the transition with FLO. 
 ■ Another potential opportunity is for fleet managers and fleet software providers 
  to actively show their clients the opportunity to electrify. Being proactive to 
  suggest where EVs may be a fit and/or improve sustainability with data is a 
  great way to convince fleet managers of the need.
 ■ Groups like Ontario’s Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) can assist 
  with forecasting through their annual acquisition report on how the future of 
  electricity demands will be met, and what capacity gaps can be bridged. A large 
  fleet that is 100 per cent electric can have a significant impact on the power 
  system, both from a user and generator (Vehicle to Grid) viewpoint.
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Barrier #4: De-risk Charging for Fleets

Introduction
Charging infrastructure can be an unexpected barrier for fleets as they plan EV 
introduction, as there could potentially be changes to their charging needs and types 
of infrastructure required in the future.  Fleets need a pathway to grow EVs in the fleet, 
and understand the infrastructure cost impact that may result.

BARRIER: There is a potential risk for fleets when purchasing vehicles before planning for 
charging. Operators often overlook the need to plan for depot infrastructure, and working 
with a charging provider and installer, with municipalities, and with building owners. 

Another area of risk is vehicle resale. With lease end values and residuals still relatively 
unknown, financial companies have typically kept the residuals of ZEVs low, and 
therefore monthly lease payments remain high. A guaranteed buy back price could 
help redress the monthly payment problem.

Overall, there is a need for:

 ■ Planning for charging infrastructure investments – at depots, at employee 
  homes and on-route.
 ■ Planning on how to evolve the charging capability as the business grows and 
  the fleet transitions to EV. The right infrastructure plan today could access low 
  interest capital (federal write off, infra bank).
 ■ Needing to build technical expertise to manage equipment and energy systems. 

OPPORTUNITY: Lower the risk to fleets for their early investments in charging 
infrastructure. Fleets require assistance in putting in place across-the-board surety 
that the costs will be stable, and that operationally the transition to EVs will be smooth.

Next steps – Opportunity to Action

Converting CAPEX to OPEX is a classic way to de-risk major investments, and leave 
charging in the hands of experts who understand the financials.

SPECIFIC WORKING GROUP IDEA:

There is an opportunity for charging companies to set up a holistic “EVs-as-a-service” 
solution that lets fleets rent EV equipment in order to understand their costs and have 
surety in budgeting as they transition. This includes discovery, assessment, purchase 
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of vehicle and charging equipment, operational smoothness and operational costs at 
low-cost financing options.

Learnings in detail :
 ■ There are many government grants that are limited to public charging points 
  and are not accessible to fleet depots.
 ■ There is a need to ensure financial viability. Lack of low-risk credit access can 
  hinder the desire to investigate EV adoption and discourages companies from 
  planning.  Could Export Development Canada (EDC) agency or the government  
  offer low risk / low interest loans to mitigate the risk of overextending initial capital? 
 ■ There could also be the potential to access green/carbon bonds or programs to  
  help offset the risk.
 ■ The rapid changes in technology today mean a lack of certainty in knowing 
  what will be viable or industry standard for the future. Such future-proofing 
  planning is difficult when there is a mix of standards and requirements. This 
  means smaller companies are waiting, as they want to see the standard evolve, 
  to see what others are doing, before commiting to any major investment.

34
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Section 3: Action Recommendations

Action Events strongly believes that fleets can pivot towards EVs in a sustainable and 
cost-effective way. While, naturally, this process will not happen overnight, the findings 
in this report show that by encouraging knowledge rollout and information and 
experience sharing, the transition to EVs can be accelerated. 

Government and industry must play a role in actively assisting with the transition, as 
well as encouraging businesses to explore new opportunities that work towards the 
common goal of decarbonization and reducing emissions. 

To facilitate this opportunity, Action Events recommends the following actions both 
government and industry should commit to, in order to overcome the barriers to EV 
adoption for fleets.

Barrier #1: Pilot projects

Policy Recommendations for Government 

 1) Centralized Information and Standardization
  We recommend that the federal government, or government-sponsored  
  organizations, be the keepers of centralized information and resources to  
  assist fleets in transitioning to EVs. This can include best practices, tricks and  
  tips, industry contacts, step-by-step guides and ideas for presentation to  
  senior management.

 2) Pilot Standardization
  We recommend that all stakeholders work together to establish pilot standards  
  that are (preferably) recognized by a standards body like The International  
  Organization for Standardization (ISO) or The Institute of Electrical and  
  Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE).

 3) Information Sharing from Pilots
  To prevent information silos, we recommend that pilot subsidies are  
  accompanied with a requirement to share information and learnings to the  
  centralized body to benefit others in the industry.
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Recommended Industry Action

 1) Share knowledge
  We recommend that industry contribute as much of its learnings as possible  
  to a centralized resource of information.

Barrier #2: Suitability understanding

Policy Recommendations for Government 

 1) Fleet EV Assessment Sponsorship
  We recommend that EV suitability assessments be offset by government  
  funding, with an aggregated information sharing requirement.

 2) RFP Government Vehicle PurchaseRequirements
  We recommend that all levels of government perform internal EV suitability  
  assessments for their fleets as part of their vehicle replacement process.  
  Departments need to justify why EVs are not suitable for that particular  
  use case.

Recommended Industry Action

 1) Fleet EV Assessment
  We recommend all fleets undergo a bi-annual fleet EV suitability assessment, as  
  technology and infrastructure progress, difficult use cases are being overcome.

 2) Cornerstone Fleet Suppliers
  We recommend organizations and companies that are centrally located  
  in the fleet business, such as fleet leasing and fleet software companies, help  
  supply fleets with EV suitability assessments or connect fleets with providers  
  of fleet EV suitability assessments. Starting the conversation with clients is  
  critical for adoption.

 3) Future Orientation - Pathways to 100 per cent fleet EV
  We strongly recommend that all fleet EV assessments include pathways to the  
  next steps of adoption. This can include pilots, infrastructure needs, future  
  planning as the EV fleet increases and new technologies emerge. We see  
  suppliers acting as a “guide” at every step in the planning process, not just  
  for the initial assessment.
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Barrier #3: Lack of knowledge

Policy Recommendations for Government 

 1) Information and Knowledge Propagation 
  We recommend that a centralized government body (such as recommended  
  earlier) partner with the fleet industry to develop fleet managers’ and fleet  
  decision-makers’ knowledge of EVs. This can include working in partnership  
  with industry organizations, utilities and ecosystem suppliers.

 2) Formal Fleet EV Qualifications for Fleet Managers
  We recommend that EV fleet manager training be assisted by the government  
  body, and formal qualifications be issued, such as that done by NAFA.

Recommended Industry Action

 1) Cornerstone Fleet Suppliers
  Cornerstone organizations working with fleets, such as fleet leasing and fleet  
  software companies, are in a position to be “knowledge experts”. Starting the EV  
  conversation with clients and addressing concerns with information, data and  
  real-world learnings are critical for continued adoption.

 2) Internal Fleet Education
  We recommend that fleets devote resources to training fleet drivers on the  
  differences of how to drive an EV compared to an ICE vehicle, as well as  
  ensuring that possible liability issues are covered off.

Barrier #4: De-risking investment in EVs

Policy Recommendations for Government 

 1) Extend Incentives for Charging Infrastructure
  In order to help de-risk a fleet’s move to EVs, we recommend that EV charging  
  infrastructure for fleets also qualifies for incentives. This may take the form  
  of a cash incentive, tax rebate (aligned with EV vehicle purchase) or low  
  interest capital loans.  

 2) Knowledge Repository
  The best available information can significantly offset business risk. As  
  mentioned earlier, a centralized government agency with information available 
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can significantly help address a fleet’s concerns about moving towards EVs.

Recommended Industry Action

 1) X as a Service
  There is opportunity for suppliers to offer their equipment, software and expertise  
  as a service with a pay-by-the-month subscription. Charging-as-a-service and  
  vehicle-as-a-service are already available. This allows fleets to accurately budget  
  their monthly costs and move some capital expenditures expenses into operational  
  expenditure to better align with current ICE vehicle budgets.

38
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Appendix I: Forum Attendees

NAME COMPANY

Aaron Sweet Sweet Energy 

Abigel Lemak AddÉnergie 

Adam Walker Municipality of Ottawa

Andrea Soler City of Edmonton

Andrew Kopecki Advantage Asset Tracking

Andrew Maffre Science and Economic Development Canada 

Brett Conner Telus

Brian Cowan Ministry of Transportation

Carolyn Kim Pembina Institute 

Carter Li SWTCH Energy

Charlotte Argue Geotab

Chris Higham Ziing 

Chris Altass Northern Business Intelligence 

Chris Blaschuk City of Calgary

Craig Stephens Municipality of Caledon

Cynthia Handler Government of Canada 

Dan Ruby Ontario Centre of Innovation

Daniel Nguyen AddÉnergie

Darrell Pugh Enmax

David Adams Global Automakers

Eric Stockmann Municipality of Hamilton

Fidel Reijerse Resco Energy

Glen Estill AM Telecom 

Hani Hawari Geotab

James Davis ClearBlue Technologies Group

Jenn McCarthy Hyundai Canada

jim boyden Government of Ontario

Joanna Hazelden Government of Ontario

Joe edwards JML Electric 

Joe Rogers Federation of Canadian Municipalities

Joe Homsy Government of Canada 

John Glass Geotab
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NAME COMPANY

John Blakely Foss National Leasing

Jordan Mansfield Oxford County 

Jose Hollanda AddÉnergie

Julie Darnbrough Northern Business Intelligence 

Kimberly Berman BMO

Lana Hadi Foss National Leasing

Len Eberhard We Shift

Leonard Allen Solera Energies 

Lesley Parker Municipality of Hamilton

Lucas Porter Municipality of Clarington 

Maral Kassabian Independent Electricity System Operator

Michael Mackuliak Geotab 

Michael Mackuliak Geotab

Michelle Hjort StreetScan

Mike Colquhoun Suncor

Nick Fraser Ivy Charge 

Nino Di Cara Electric Autonomy

Patricia Abalos Enmax

Paul Repar Shift EV 

Perry Billard Suncor

Rebecca Teare Ontario Ministry of Energy

Roger Sandhu Ultimate Mile

Ryan DSouza Jim Pattison Lease

Sebastian Cirjoi Telus 

Sriram Rangan Vagans Inc

Sully Speed Smart Energy

Thayani Dayahparan Metro Supply Chain Group

Tyler Seed Ontario Power Generation

Zohair Ahmed Hyundai Canada 

Appendix I: Forum Attendees
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Appendix II: Action Events Team - Bios

James Carter, Action Events Co-Founder
With more than 25 years of rich experience in the automotive industry in a dozen of 
different roles in product management, business improvement and transformation, 
brand launch, B2B / B2C, and sales and marketing and forecasting at Toyota.  Carter’s 
experiences span three continents (Australia, Asia and North America), with insights 
into the business strategies needed in each of these areas.  He has a successful 
following on LinkedIn that reaches 1.5 million views per month.

Nino Di Cara, Action Events Co-Founder
As a passionate believer in electrification and the benefits that technology will bring to 
our future mobility, Di Cara has 10 years of experience in leadership roles with 
corporate marketing agencies and seven years as the executive board director for B2B 
industry publisher. He is a winner of the President of the National Media Awards 
Foundation and recipient of the EV Society’s 2020 Howard Hutt Award for Excellence 
in the Advancement of Electric Transportation.

Victoria Reade, Action Events Partnership Manager
With fifteen years of experience in corporate brand development, marketing strategy 
and media, Reade is committed to pivoting her industry education and knowledge and 
putting it to use in the electric vehicle sector. Reade comes to the Action Events team 
with a passion for sustainability and keen desire to act against the climate crisis. 

Lisa Oelke, Action Events Event Manager
Oelke is an entrepreneur with a vision to increase carbon consciousness and effect 
emission reductions through energy education, advocacy and innovative software and 
renewable energy consultation. 

Cross-Industry Participation

Action Events was made possible by the participation and collaboration of several key 
stakeholders in the industry that are making action a key priority to help Canada fulfill 
a successful transition into electric vehicle adoption.
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